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One of my favorite Chris Isaak songs, play it with a  Spanish Feel  on
acoustic guitar.

			     Lovers Game	    Chris Isaak

Intro: /: Bbm - F :/ 4 times

Bbm               F               Bbm       - F
I call you up and tell you that I love you,
Bbm               F              Bbm    - F
I call you up and play my lovers game.
Ab
Love is just a game to me, yeah,
                                 Bbm    - F - Bbm - F
Love is just a game, I d like to play.

I call you up and tell you that I love you,
What really cue me: every girl s just the same.
Love is just a game to me, yeah,
Love is just a game, I d like to play.

Bbm                    F#m
If I really loved you, then I d never call you,
Bbm                   C    F
Cause I know I d only hurt you.
Bbm                    F#m



If I really loved you, then I d never call you,
Bbm                   C    F       Bbm  - F - Bbm - F
Cause I know I d only hurt you, my love.

{Guitar solo}	;; Maybe somebody can provide a tab for this
		;; as I m not into tab s and notes are too
		;; difficult to transcribe into ascii.

I call you up and tell you that I love you,
I call you up and play my lovers game
Love is just a game to me, yeah,
Love is just a game, I d like to play.

-- 

		----- Kim Chr. Madsen, kimcm%kcm@dkuug.dk -----


